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ABSTRACT

1

Online donation platforms, such as DonorsChoose, GlobalGiving,
or CrowdFunder, enable donors to financially support entities in
need. In a typical scenario, after a fundraiser submits a request
specifying her need, donors contribute financially to help raise
the target amount within a pre-specified timeframe. While the
goal of such platforms is to counterbalance societal inequalities,
biased donation trends might exacerbate the unfair distribution
of resources to those in need. Prior research has looked at the
impact of biased data, models, or human behavior on inequality in
different socio-technical systems, while largely ignoring the choice
architecture, in which the funding decisions are made.
In this paper, we focus on (i) quantifying inequality in the project
funding in online donation platforms, and (ii) understanding the
impact of platform design on donors’ behavior in magnifying those
inequalities. To this end, we borrow decomposable measures of income inequality from economics, and apply it to identify candidate
factors contributing to inequality on the DonorsChoose website.
Analyzing longitudinal changes in the website design, we show
how the platform design impacts the relative contribution of the
different factors. Our work motivates the need for a careful investigation of the impact of choice architectures on user decisions,
in donation platforms in particular, and in online platforms more
generally.

Online donation platforms, such as DonorsChoose, Chuffed, GlobalGiving, CrowdFunder or Facebook fundraising, provide effective
platforms for connecting donors to entities in need of financial
support. In a typical scenario, after a recipient submits a request
specifying her need, donors can contribute financially to help raise
the target amount within a pre-specified timeframe. The core mission of such platforms is to counter existing social inequalities.
Biased donor behavior, however, may skew the distribution of donations towards or against certain recipients, exacerbating some of
these inequalities as a result. Consider DonorsChoose.org, a platform where US-based school teachers can create funding requests
to support the educational needs of their classrooms. Since public schools in the US are primarily supported by local taxes [24],
schools located in poor neighborhoods are often severely underfunded. If the donors have a preference to donate to schools in their
own region, the funding inequality combined with biased donation
behavior could lead to a rich get richer effect, where wealthy schools
easily receive additional funding in the form of online donations,
while schools in poor neighborhoods remain impoverished [25].
At first glance, such biased outcomes may seem to be the sole
artifact of donors’ preferences rather than that of the platform mediating donations. After all, donors are rational beings, and the
donation platforms offer them full freedom of choice. However,
drawing on a rich body of work in behavioral economics, we argue
that the platform can indeed play an important role in shaping
donors’ behavior without limiting their choices: Donation websites present requests within a choice architecture [33], influencing
donors’ decision-making and nudging them towards choosing certain alternatives. Examples of nudges [32] on DonorsChoose include
the default ranking strategy used in project listings, decision making aids such as search filters, or the selection of project attributes
disclosed to the donors. The main conceptual contribution of our
work is to draw attention to the power of nudges in socio-technical
systems, while our empirical contributions focus particularly on
online donation platforms.
Prior research works have looked at how different factors impact long-term retention of donors [1] or the project financial success [14, 16, 34]. The likelihood of funding has also been shown to
be influenced by the language used in project descriptions [22], the
gender of teachers [26], the social media activity associated with
the project [20], or the amount of early donations [29]. However,
our work highlights that the way a platform presents its users with
choices will have significant impact on their donation decisions.
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We, therefore, advocate for a careful investigation of choice architectures and the ethics of their impact on guiding user decisions.
What we focus on in this paper more specifically, is how the choice
architecture of the website might nudge donors towards choosing projects with certain attributes, and as a result, contribute to
inequality in donations along the dimension of these attributes.
As our first contribution, we quantify the inequality in project
funding and attribute portions of the inequality to different project
characteristics (Note that in highly empirical applications, it is difficult to reason about causal effects without making strong assumptions about the data generating process, which limits the practicality
of causal estimation approaches). Our approach to this task emerges
from its similarity to the problem of quantifying income inequality,
specifically to measure the contribution of characteristics such as
gender or race to wage inequality. This problem has been studied
in economics using decomposable inequality indices [4, 23], whose
additive decomposability property helps factor out the influence
of individual differences. We borrow one of such measures called
‘Generalized Entropy’ to find the contribution of different project
characteristics to the overall inequality in funding.
Our second contribution revolves around understanding how
platform design choices affect donor behavior. This idea is related to
the existing literature on nudges [27, 32] and choice architectures
[19, 28, 33] in behavioral economics. Research in these areas investigates how people’s choices depend on how information is presented
to them. This framing applies to our scenario: we are interested
in learning whether the way a donation platform presents project
information influences how donors choose projects with specific
attributes. We face two challenges when attempting this goal.
First, once we pick a design element whose influence we want to
measure, we have to make sure all other elements of the platform
environment are fixed, including other website elements as well as
donor characteristics. Second, while it is feasible to imagine running active experiments (i.e., A/B testing) by the platform, such an
approach raises a lot of ethical concerns in a setting where people’s
decisions are nudged, and the outcomes influence future real-world
financial success of others [3]. To overcome these issues, we analyze
longitudinal changes in DonorsChoose platform design, and we
estimate the average impact of a design change by comparing the
observations right before and after it was first introduced. This way,
we are able to quantify the influence of individual website design
elements on project selection rates from historical donation data,
while avoiding manipulation of future donations.
We run the inequality analysis on the data released by DonorsChoose
in 2016, which provides over ten years worth of project and donation information, revealing two interesting findings. First, school
location (zip code) is a factor largely contributing to funding inequality. Further analysis confirms that this is because (i) the majority of money is donated within-state (i.e., donors tend to give
to their local projects), and (ii) the bulk of donations come from a
handful of wealthier states, such as California or New York. Second,
we find that the poverty level of the school does not contribute
much to funding inequality – projects from high-poverty facilities
have equal success rates as those from low-poverty ones, despite
research showing that people consciously prefer charitable giving
to be need-based [10].
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Figure 1: Number of projects posted per year (along with the
number of projects successfully funded).
Our longitudinal analysis shows that it is possible to enhance
the impact of school location or poverty level in influencing the
project selection rates, via changes in the platform design. In the
process, we highlight that even though donation platforms are
perceived as neutral facilitators of interactions between the donors
and the requestors, they do have an active role to play. We envision
our work to pave the way for future studies aiming to employ
nudges effectively to improve platform-specific goals, such as to
maximize total amount of donations, or to ensure the social and
ethical requirements of online altruism, such as bringing in fairness
in the distribution of donations across projects.

2

DONORSCHOOSE.ORG DATASET

DonorsChoose.org is a popular donation platform where teachers
from schools in the United States can request donations for their
classroom projects. Such requests range from buying books or tools
for specialized experiments, funding of excursions, all the way to
replacing wore-down basic classroom equipment. Teachers do not
receive money directly; DonorsChoose purchases all the requested
resources and ships them directly to the schools [13]. Teachers on
average request $561.57, with the median request being $413.671 .
When choosing the projects, donors can select projects based on
attributes such as the school location (zip code, city, state), main
focus subject of the project (e.g., Math and Science, Health and
Sports, Literacy and Language), or requested resources (e.g., Books,
Computers and Tablets, Food, Clothing and Hygiene etc.). However,
if a project does not raise its target amount by a certain deadline, it
receives no funding, and the donors need to reallocate the donated
money to other projects. While implementing this ‘all-or-nothing’
rule has been shown to have certain positive effects on donations,
like increasing the overall amount of donations [35], there are
projects that fail to receive funding as a result.
To identify the magnitude of such unsuccessful projects, in this
work, we analyze the dataset publicly released by DonorsChoose
in 2016 [12], which contains information about all projects posted
on the platform starting from 2002 until the dataset’s release date.
During this period, DonorsChoose helped raise over $500M from
over 5M donors. There were over 1M projects created by around
500K teachers from over 70K different schools. The dataset contains
many project attributes, such as details about the teacher, requested
1 The
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median amount is not round because of factors such as sales tax.
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Figure 2: CDF of project success rates across different zip
codes. The distribution is highly unequal. Around 26% zip
codes have 100% success rate (shown as the dashed line),
whereas the success rate is much lower in other zip codes.
resources, and the textual description of the request. The dataset
also contains donation data, including donation date, amount donated, and location of the donor (state and city; while the zip codes
of donors are anonymized for privacy reasons). Since the dataset
covers only a part of 2002 and 2016, we remove these two years
from our analysis and focus on projects posted from 2003 to 2015.
Figure 1 shows that the number of projects on the platform has
been steadily growing, yet a significant number of projects fail
to get funded each year. The data reveals that on average 29.79%
of projects fail every year. These failure rates are unlikely to be
the result of some projects being low-quality or fraudulent since
all the projects posted on the website are vetted and verified by
DonorsChoose. The platform also decided to fund all active projects
after getting Ripple’s generous $29M donation in early 2018 [6]. We
can thus conclude that all projects on DonorsChoose are worthy
of getting funded, and it is important to understand the factors
contributing to the inequality of success rates across projects, to
ensure that the failure rates do not adversely affect certain types of
projects or schools. This problem is the focus of the next section.

MEASURING INEQUALITY IN DONATIONS

In this section, we propose a methodology based on the wellstudied concept of inequality measurement in economics, to identify
whether a given feature (or attribute) contributes to inequality in
projects’ chances of success. The proposed method allows us to
quantify the inequality contributions without the need for making
any assumptions about the data generating process.
For a fixed choice architecture, let features X 1 , · · · , X k characterize a project, and Y denote its success (with Y = 1 meaning that
the project is successfully funded). We have access to observational
i ), y ⟩} N sampled i.i.d. from
data of the form D = {⟨(x 1i , · · · , x K
i i=1
a joint distribution F . Then, we can utilize D to decide whether
feature X k contributes to the inequality across Y values. Note that
we use upper case letters to denote random variables and lower
case letters to denote in-sample realizations.

3.1

0.2
0.0

0.0

3

0.4

Decomposable Measures of Inequality

We propose to measure inequality using an additively decomposable index of inequality (namely, generalized entropy) for the vector
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Figure 3: Distribution of project success rates across 4
poverty levels. The distribution is relatively equal.
(y1 , · · · , y N ). We then estimate the impact of a feature X k by decomposing the total inequality according to X k feature values.
We begin with an overview of inequality measurement. Measures
of inequality quantify the degree of inequality in a distribution of
resources or benefits over a population. More precisely, given a
distribution/vector y = (y1 , · · · , y N ) ∈ Rn≥0 , an inequality meaS∞
sure, I : n=1
Rn≥0 → R ≥0 , maps any distribution/vector y to a
non-negative real number I (y). A distribution y is considered more
equal than y ′ if and only if I (y) < I (y ′ ). A long established line
of work in economics offers an axiomatic characterization for inequality indices. Virtually all commonly-used inequality indices
satisfy axioms such as Anonymity, Population invariance, Transfer
principle, Zero-Normalization [30].
Additive decomposability is a structural property of some inequality measures requiring that for any partition G of the population
into groups, the measure, I (y), can be expressed as the sum of a
G (y) (a weighted sum of subgroup in“within-group component" I ω
equality levels) and a “between-group component" I βG (y) (computed
by assigning to each element in a subgroup д ∈ G the subgroup’s
mean benefit µд ): 2
I (y) = I ω (y) + I β (y).
Following [30], we focus on a family of inequality indices called
generalized entropy indices that satisfy additive decomposability. For
a constant α , 0, 1, the generalized entropy is defined as follows:
!
#
n "
X
yi α
1
−1 .
(1)
E α (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ) =
nα (α − 1) i=1 µ
One can interpret generalized entropy as a measure of information
theoretic redundancy in data. Given a partition G of the population, generalized entropy can be additively decomposed: Suppose
subgroup д ∈ G consists of nд individuals with the benefit vector
д
д
yд = (y1 , · · · , ynд ) and mean benefit µд . Generalized Entropy can
be decomposed as follows:
!
|G |
X
nд µ д α α д
E α (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ) =
E (y )
n µ
д=1
+

|G |
X

nд
nα
(α
− 1)
д=1

"

!
#
µд α
−1
µ

2 When the partition G in reference to is clear from the context, we drop the superscript
G to simplify notation.

Feature

School
Location
0.1372

Amount
Requested
0.07198

Matching Resource School
DonaType
Type
tions
0.02048 0.01399 0.0034

Primary
Focus
Subj.
0.00307

Secondary Secondary Primary Teacher Poverty Teacher Grade
Focus
Focus
Focus Prefix Level
Cred.
Level
Subject Area
Area
0.00291 0.00208 0.0016 0.00108 0.00093 0.00087 0.00058

Normalized
Inequality
Contribution
Table 1: The contribution of different features to inequality in donations. School location has the highest contribution, whereas
poverty level has low contribution.

3.2

Measuring Feature Contribution through
Inequality Decomposition

We propose estimating the impact of a feature X k on Y through the
following procedure:
(1) Partition the population (i.e., the set of all projects) into
groups G, according to the value of the feature X k . For instance, suppose X k represents a teacher’s gender, taking two
different values. G partitions the projects into two groups,
those with male teachers and those with female teachers.
(2) Compute and return I βG (y)/I (y) as the impact of X k on Y .
Note that just because there is a higher between-group component
in decomposition according to feature X k when compared to the
decomposition according to X j does not necessarily mean that
feature X k has more causal impact on Y when compared to X j .
Why are we focusing on inequality decomposition then?

3.3

Relationship with Causal Inference

Traditionally, in order to understand the impact of a set of explanatory variables (in our case, X 1 , · · · , X K ) on a target variable of
interest (in our case, Y ), econometricians begin by specifying an
“explanatory model" (e.g., a simple regression model). Such a model
carefully specifies a counterfactual in order to examine the influence of each supposedly causal factor on the target. In the process
of developing such a model, econometricians must make several
important choices, including which explanatory variables belong
in the model, what functional form should the regression function
take (i.e. logarithms, quadratic, etc.), and what the error distribution
looks like. These choices are usually guided by domain expertise.
For instance, consider a simple regression (which is one of the
most commonly used methods in empirical studies): We assume
P
Y = U + β 0 + kK=1 βk X k where U is the error/noise term. Provided
that this functional form is correctly specified, and that standard
assumptions such as exogenous covariates hold, we can use OLS
methods to estimate the coefficients. These estimates then serve
as the measure of the causal impact of each attribute on the target
variable: the parameter βk measures the increase in Y attributable
to one unit of change in X k , keeping all the other covariates fixed.
Unfortunately, the above approach is restrictive in many empirical applications. First and foremost, this is because the modeling step can be cumbersome, and conclusions made through explanatory models are often sensitive to model specification [9].
Given these issues, here we base our analysis on an alternative tool,
namely, measurement of inequality. [9] have indeed established a
strong connection between the two methods under certain conditions. Assuming that the model is correctly specified (e.g., the data
is indeed generated through the assumed linear model), they show
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that the impacts estimated by OLS and those derived by inequality
decomposition are closely related. For the precise expressions, see
equation (22) in [9]. In summary, our decomposition approach allows us to measure feature influence without the need for strong
assumptions on the data generating process, and is better suited
for discrete variables.

4

IMPACT OF CHOICE ARCHITECTURE ON
DONATION INEQUALITY

Using the proposed methodology, in this section, we utilize observational data from DonorsChoose to identify the features contributing
to inequality in projects’ chances of success.

4.1

What’s Behind Inequality in Donations?

Table 1 illustrates our proposal on the DonorsChoose data corresponding to the year 20153 . Note that the contributions of school
location (in terms of zip codes), amount requested, resource type
(the type of resource that was requested), and matching donations
(whether the amount donated by individual donors to a project are
going to be matched by larger corporate donation) are deemed high,
whereas the contribution of poverty level is low. Throughout the
rest of this section, we narrow down our attention to two of these
features: school location and poverty level.
Figure 2 shows the CDF of project success rates across different
zip codes. As evident from the figure, zip code has a high contribution to inequality. For around 26% of the zip codes, all the
projects were funded, whereas for other zip codes, the percentage
of funded projects varied anywhere between 50% to 90%. Figure 3
shows the distribution of project success across different poverty
levels (schools in DonorsChoose are classified into four poverty
categories: Highest, High, Moderate, and Low, depending on how
many students come from low-income families). As evident from
the figure, the project success rates are similar across different
poverty levels, explaining the low value of inequality contribution
for this feature.

4.2

Behavioral Mechanisms Underlying the
Inequality Contributions

We suspect that the high inequality contribution of school location
is in part due to the donors’ preference to donate locally, that is, to
donate to schools in their own zip code, city or state. The dataset
does not contain donors’ zipcode (due to privacy considerations),
but our analysis at the city and state level indeed reveals a strong
3 As

mentioned earlier, the DonorsChoose dataset consists of project funding information of multiple years. To exclude external factors such as the amount of traffic to the
website, large fundraising activities in specific years, or varied amounts of matching
donations from our analysis, we focus on the projects posted on a particular year.
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Figure 4: Percentage of donations going to different school states. There is huge disparity in the donation distribution.

School state

Figure 5: Fraction of schools belonging to highest poverty level in different states. Donation distribution in Figure 4 does not
correlate with the school poverty level distribution.
tendency of donors to fund local projects: almost 80% of the total
amount of funding is donated within the same state, and around 20%
of the total amount is donated within the same city as the donor’s.
Only 20% of the total donations are made to schools outside donors’
states. This tendency, combined with the fact that the amount of
total donation varies widely across states (see Figure 4), explains
the high inequality contribution of the school location. As we will
discuss in Section 4.3, the locality bias might be further encouraged
by the presence of certain nudges on the website (e.g., the option to
search projects by location). This is despite the fact that the donation
distribution in presence of the location bias does not correlate with
the distribution of highest poverty schools in different states (see
Figure 5), which are in higher need of economic support.
From a moral standpoint and to alleviate current social injustice,
one may argue that the schools with higher economic need are more
deserving of receiving donations, and the website should nudge the
donations in their favor. To put it more formally, it may be desirable
(ethically and socially) to reduce the contribution of location, but
increase the contribution of school’s poverty level to how donations
are distributed. Next, we show evidence that choice architecture
and nudges indeed impact contribution of these factors.

4.3

Evidence on the Impact of Nudges

To gain insights on the impact of choice architecture and nudges
on inequality in different projects’ chances of success, we identify
the time points, throughout the years, when a new website design
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was introduced in DonorsChoose, using snapshots from ‘The Internet Archive’ (web.archive.org). Then, utilizing the longitudinal
donation data, we analyze the effect of these interventions.
To this end, prior works have proposed Regression Discontinuity
Designs (RDDs) [2, 11, 17, 21]—a quasi-experimental design that
reasons about the causal effects of interventions by identifying a
threshold above or below which an intervention is assigned. We
follow this methodology by comparing the projects before and after
a new design feature is introduced. (The intuition is that other
conditions (e.g., the project and donor pool) are likely to be very
similar right before and after each intervention.) More specifically,
let (x 1 , ..., x k ) specify the features that impact a project’s success
(e.g., school location or poverty level) and t 0 the timestamp when a
new design feature is introduced. Let y specify whether a project is
successful or not. We fit the following model to the data consisting
of projects introduced right before and right after the design change
of interest:
y = a 0 + a 1x 1 + ... + ak x k + I (t > t 0 )(b0 + b1x 1 + ... + bk x k ). (2)
The estimated coefficients b1 , ..., bk specify if the intervention has
impacted the importance of feature x 1 , .., x k on the success of a
project. Unfortunately for our data set, linear regression is not a
good fit—making the conclusions from the RDD design unreliable.
To circumvent the issue, we measure the impact of each design
change on donors’ behavior via another quasi-experimental design:
we estimate the average impact of the change by comparing the

Normalized inequality contr.

of poverty level. This is consistent with our observation in
Figure 6b.
• 2012: “Most Urgent" criteria was redefined (to highest poverty
+ closest to finish line). We expect this to increase the contribution of poverty level. This is consistent with what we
observe in Figure 6b.

Design changes related to school location
Before
After

0.8

0.6

These results show the potential of choice architecture to impact
donors’ behavior, and we believe that by carefully designing the
nudges, the platform can influence the selection rates of projects of
different poverty levels and locations in a socially desirable way.

0.4
Location filter
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home page

Zip search box
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home page
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Design changes related to poverty level
0.04
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Poverty level
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search page

Default sorting
added (by Most
Urgent)

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Recently, there has been a lot of focus on biases in human behavior [7, 22, 26] as well as in algorithmic models [5, 8, 15], and their
impacts on different socio-technical systems. Our work sheds light
on the power of choice architecture and nudges in shaping the user
behavior in online platforms, thus contributing to the observed
biases. We conducted an in-depth analysis of the donation platform
– DonorsChoose.org, by utilizing longitudinal empirical data. In this
process, our work takes an important first step towards adapting
nudge frameworks to the social and ethical requirements of online
altruism. Many interesting directions remain open for future work:

Default sorting
components redefined (by
Most Urgent)

(b)

Figure 6: Changes in the inequality contribution of school
location and poverty level before and after certain design
changes were introduced in DonorsChoose website.
inequality contribution of different features right before and after
it was first introduced. Again, the intuition is that other conditions
are likely to be very similar right before and after each intervention. Therefore, comparing the inequality contribution after the
intervention (treatment group) to that before the treatment (control
group) will deliver the local treatment effect.
Next, we look at several nudges directly related to the school
location, introduced in DonorsChoose website at different times:
• 2004: Location filter was added to the homepage and the
project search page. We expect this to increase the contribution of school location. Figure 6a confirms this.
• 2012: Added ‘projects near me’ filter to the homepage. We
expect this to increase the contribution of school location.
Figure 6a further confirms this.
• 2015: Location search box was added to both home and
search pages. We expect this to increase the contribution of
school location, and this is indeed consistent with what we
observe in Figure 6a.
We now look at several nudges directly related to the school
poverty level:
• 2005: Filter “High level of poverty" was added. We expect
this to increase the contribution of poverty level to inequality
(i.e., poor schools now have more chance of getting funds).
This is what we observe in Figure 6b.
• 2008: “Most Urgent" criteria became the default ranking of
search results (urgency = highest poverty + lowest cost +
fewest days left). We expect this to increase the contribution
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How can donations be fairly distributed across projects?
To answer this question, we need to first carefully specify a measure
of need for different projects, which may depend on factors such as
the poverty level of the school district, the funding target, project
urgency, and others. Given an inter-project-comparable measure of
need, one can define fairness as follows: projects with the same level
of need should have a similar likelihood of success. Our findings
illustrate that the choice architecture can influence project selection
rates, and the platform can potentially explore different ways to
achieve a fair distribution of donations using nudges.
Ethics of nudges
There has already been much debate about whether and when the
use of nudges is ethical [18]. Some refer to nudges as a form of
paternalism and restriction of choice and agency, whereas others
refer to it as libertarian paternalism – a way of positively influencing people without limiting their freedom of choice [31]. We
believe such a discussion should be informed by the context in
which nudges are employed. While we did not attempt to tackle
these issues in this paper, there are deep ethical concerns that arise
when discussing nudges in the context of online charity platforms:
For instance, does the goal of promoting more deserving (but less
attractive) projects justify the use of the nudges? To what extent?
We leave these and many other questions for future work.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported in part by a
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